
The SmartSun is the first complete solution for monitoring photo voltaic device that uses a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) instead of a

conventional data logger in respect of which offers several advantages summarized as follows :

� the monitoring device is equipped with its own system memory, programmable by the user, who is able to decide predetermined actions,

regardless of the state of connection,

� the device allows a real-time monitoring,

� the remote device uses a bidirectional communication mode enabling it also as an actuator function beyond that of a simple sensor . This

feature is essential to activate or deactivate the loads or control devices remotely in rea time,

� the device is designed and configured to perform in a direct manner a plurality of precise measures intercepting the parameters necessary to

deduce the electric energy produced and transformed,

� the remote device consumes a very low electrical power and may be accompanied, if necessary, a battery for uninterrupted operation in case

of power failure.
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The SmartSun summarizes all the reports that provide information about the photo voltaic system, below

indicate are the main activity that can be detected :

•The energy produced.

•The energy consumed.

•All electrical parameters for maintaining production live: (which is linked point to point) current, mains

frequency, phase, harmonic leakage, active power, reactive power.

• Income derived from the plant in tariff explained in the day, month and year.

•The income from the sale of electricity from the plant explained in the day, month and year.

•Monitoring operating status of the inverted.

•Monitoring frameworks field (voltage, current, temperature, humidity.

•Monitoring string in DC and through RS485.

•Monitoring cables cut

•Monitoring meteorological parameters (air temperature, humidity, wind, atmospheric pressure.

•Monitoring of solar radiation through a pyranometer.

•Monitoring of weather conditions through satellite (cloud covere.

Is possible to activate a wide selection of alarms via SMS and / or email in which the user can set the alert

threshold and the type of reaction to each single event.

The SmartSun is able to react to an event if pre-set by the user (the presence of smoke, excessive temperature

or electrical parameters, etc. out of the norm.) Acting independently to the connected equipment. For

example, you can configure and manage the situations listed below :

� Activation fans in the cabin of overcoming ambient and / or inverter temperature

� Enabling backup equipment failure on the primary boot device

� Smoke detection, excessive humidity, intrusions (reed switch on the tailgate cab), state of the auxiliary

lights, service status of the UPS

� Turning lights on the photo voltaic field at night for maintenance or surveillance with a webcam

The SmartSun has all the requirements to be used as a fiscal meter to communicate with the institution in

charge

SmartSun mobile versionSmartSun pc, tablets and notebooks version


